PRESSFLOW TECH
HI TECH
SMART TECH

Constant evolution of the industrial age during last century, has inducted a process o progressive specialization
in all the scopes. During last 25 years due to the irruption of the electronics and computers in the industry, this
process has increased exponentially.
COELBO was born in this period (1988), with the business target of the appliance of these new technologies to
the field of the electric pumps. From its beginning, with a constant technological evolution, we have developed
devices for its automation, control and protection, becoming and industrial speciality world-wide pioneer, being
one of their most significant leaders.
Constant efforts in R&D&I, have done as result the obtaining of international patents that confer valuable “know
how” recognized in the specific scope of the pumping. With a business philosophy based on concepts as constant
technological investigation, innovative design, reliability of the product, rigor in quality control, constant investment in productive processes and commercial seriousness, COELBO and their product, enjoys an international
prestige and has obtained the confidence of the most important producers of electric pumps. Its success
in the worldwide market has turned it into a datum point, has created tendencies and it
has originated multiple imitations of its more significant products.
Our 3500 m2 facilities, lodge today, the present spread
of this industrial reality.
In this catalog we present, schematically, all our products distributed in next families: FLOW TECH, HI
TECH and SMART TECH.
Do not hesitate to contact us for
further clarifications.
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PRESSFLOW TECH
The range of devices PRESSFLOW TECH it is formed by all traditional pressure and flow dependant electronic pump
controllers, invented by COELBO, that have made become us world leaders throughout last 30 years.
All the models can be completed with options like pressure gauges, adjustable pressure, threaded adaptors, integrated Schuko sockets, or the option of being cabled.

Type

Hydraulic Connection

Max. Power

Inlet/Outlet

Starting
Pressure

Optional
Integrated
Schuko Socket

Controlpump

G1” M > G1” F

2 HP
(1,5 kW)

90º

F12
F15
F22
R

NO

Controlmatic

G1” M > G1” M

2 HP
(1,5 kW)

90º

F12
F15
F22
R

YES

Optimatic

G1” M > G1” M

2 HP
(1,5 kW)

180º

F15
F22
R

YES

Optimatic 22

G1” M > G1” M

3 HP
(2,2 kW)

180º

R

YES

Optimatic DC 12V

G1” M > G1” M

0.25 HP

180º

F15

NO

Optimatic DC 24V

G1” M > G1” M

0.5 HP

180º

F15

NO

Optiplus

G1 1/4” M > G1 1/4” M

3 HP
(2,2 kW)

180º

R

YES

Compact 1

G1” M > G1” M

2 HP
(1,5 kW)

180º

By Flow

NO

Compact 2

G1” M > G1” M

2 HP
(1,5 kW)

180º

F15
F22
R

NO

Compact 22

G1” M > G1” M

3 HP
(2,2 kW)

180º

F15
F22
R

NO

Compact 3

G1” M > G1” M

2 HP
(1,5 kW)

180º

F15
F22

NO
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PRESSFLOW TECH
CONTROLPUMP

CONTROLMATIC

COMPACT SERIES

Electronic pump controller through internal
flow and pressure sensors with internal accumulation membrane.
Inlet and outlet at 90 degrees.

Electronic pump controller through
internal flow and pressure sensors
with internal accumulation membrane. Indication led lights. Inlet and
outlet at 90 degrees. Optional adjustable starting pressure.

COMPACT 1:
Electronic pump controller through
internal flow sensor, the pump is started when flow is detected and stopped when there is not flow. Inlet and
outlet at 180 degrees.
COMPACT 2:
Electronic pump controller through
internal flow and pressure sensors
with an small internal accumulation
membrane. Indication led lights.
Automatic reset. Inlet and outlet at
180 degrees. Optionally, adjustable
starting pressure.
COMPACT 22:
Same characteristics than Compact 2 but up to 3 HP. Adjustable
starting pressure.
COMPACT 3:
Electronic pump controller through
internal flow and pressure sensors with an internal accumulation
membrane. Indication led lights.
Automatic reset. Inlet and outlet at
180 degrees.
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ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS

OPTIMATIC SERIES
OPTIMATIC:
Electronic pump controller through
internal flow and pressure sensors
with an internal accumulation membrane. Indication led lights. Inlet and
outlet at 180 degrees. Optionally,
adjustable starting pressure.
OPTIMATIC 22:
Electronic pump controller up to 3
HP through internal flow and pressure sensors with an internal accumulation membrane. Indication led
lights. Automatic reset. Inlet and outlet at 180 degrees. Adjustable star-

OPTIPLUS 22:
Same characteristics than OPTIMATIC 22 but with inlet and outlet G 1
1/4”. Low pressure loss.
OPTIMATIC DC NAUTICAL:
Electronic pump controller DC
supplied (12 V - 24 V) for nautical
applications. It incorporates internal
flow and pressure sensors, internal
accumulation membrane, indication led lights. Automatic reset. Inlet
and outlet at 180 degrees. Optionally, adjustable starting pressure.

We have a wide range of optional
hydraulic and electronic accessories that complement our appliances, such as pressure switches, pressure transmitters, software upgrade
kit, plastic or brass fittings adapters,
cable kit ...
We also supply spare parts of the
main components of our devices:
electronic circuits, membranes,
pressure gauges, ...

ting pressure.
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HI TECH
The pump drivers family HI TECH covers a full range of inverters for single-phase and 3-phase pumps assembled inline, wall-mounted or on-board. These devices integrate all the necessary hydraulic, electrical and electronic elements
such as flow sensors, pressure switches, transducers, sensing elements of pressure, frequency or current intensity, LED
lights, displays, push-buttons buttons, ... etc
In-line units

Model
Speedmatic SET 2010
Speedmatic SET 3010
Speedmatic SET 2110
Speedmatic SET 3110
Speedmatic SET 21110

Pumps Connection

Power Supply
Voltage

Main

Aux.

~3x400 V (+N)

~3x230 V (Δ) (10 A)

~3x400 V (10 A)

~1x230 V

~3x230 V (Δ) (10 A)

Pumps No.
2
3
2

~1x230 V (10 A)

3
2

~1x230 V

~1x230 V (10 A)

Speedmatic SET ALT

~1x230 V

~1x230 V (10 A)

~1x230 V (10 A)

2

Speedmatic ALT

~1x230 V

~1x230 V (10 A)

~1x230 V
o ~3x230 V (10 A)

2

~1x230 V (9 A)

-

1

Speedmatic SET 31110

Speedmatic easy 09 MM
Speedmatic easy 12 MM
Speedmatic easy 06 MT

3

~1x230 V (12 A)

-

1

~3x230 V (Δ) (6 A)

-

1

~3x230 V (Δ) (10 A)

-

1

~1x230 V (5 A) o ~3x230
V (Δ) (6 A)

-

1-4

~1x230 V (10 A) o ~3x230
V (Δ) (10 A)

-

1-4

~3x400 V (5 A)

-

1-4

~3x400 V (9 A)

-

1-4

~3x400 V (14 A)

-

1-4

~1x230 V

Speedmatic easy 10 MT
Speedmatic Master 101165
~1x230 V
Speedmatic Master 101110
Speedmatic 1305
Speedmatic 1309

~3x400 V

Speedmatic 1314

Power Supply
Voltage

Pumps Connection

Pumps No.

12 Vcc

-

3-4

Speedbox 1006 MT

~1x230 V

~3x230 V (Δ) (6 A)

2

Speedbox 1010 MT

~1x230 V

~3x230 V (Δ) (10 A)

2

Speedbox 1106 MM

~1x230 V

~1x230 V (6 A)

2

Speedbox 1112 MM

~1x230 V

~1x230 V (12 A)

2

Speedbox 1305 TT

~3x400 V

~3x400 V (5 A)

2

Speedbox 1309 TT

~3x400 V

~3x400 V (9 A)

2

Power Supply
Voltage

Pumps Connection

Pumps No.

Speedboard 1006 MT

~1x230 V

~3x230 V (Δ) (10 A)

2

Speedboard 1010 MT

~1x230 V

~3x230 V (Δ) (6 A)

2

Speedboard 1106 MM

~1x230 V

~1x230 V (6 A)

2

Speedboard 1112 MM

~1x230 V

~1x230 V (12 A)

2

Speedboard 1305 TT

~3x400 V

~3x400 V (5 A)

2

Speedboard 1309 TT

~3x400 V

~3x400 V (9 A)

2

Wall-mounted units

Model
Speedcenter

Model

On-board units
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HI TECH
SPEEDMATIC SET (in-line)

SPEEDMATIC SET ALT (in-line)

SPEEDMATIC MASTER (in-line)

This patented device manages the main pump by
inverter (frequency converter) allowing to keep a constant pressure, regulating the
speed and adapting the
electrical consumption of the pump independently of the required flow. When
the main pump reaches its maximum efficiency, it starts the auxiliary pump. At this
point, the main pump, decrease its speed
just to continue modulating and offering its
potential, depending on the required flow.
Obviously, if the required flow decreases
until the situation where a single pump is
enough, the auxiliary pump will stop and
the main pump will keep regulating selfsufficiently.
This system guarantees a permanent intervention of the inverter, modulating the
speed and energetic consumption.
This system operates with a small accumulator tank, 25 l, avoiding the bulky conventional tank. This fact lets to assembly in
small places besides the consequent economic savings. The electric supply can be
either single-phase or three-phase.

It is a compact automatic
control device designed
for the automation of pressure groups with 2 pumps. It
includes a frequency inverter for the main pump control regulating the speed in order to keep
constant the pressure independently of the
flow given, the auxiliary pump is managed
by mean of power relay.
There is alternated operating sequence,
these means that the pump managed by
the inverter is changed in each operating
cycle and it is always the first to start.
This model is single-phase power supplied
for single-phase pumps.

The Speedmatic MASTER manages, with
inverter, an electric pump designated as
master or main pump, being part of a
group composed of 2, 3 or 4 slaves or dependent units, these pumps are also managed by their respective Speedmatic, all
of them are communicated between them
and with the master. This system allows to rationalize the operation of the system thanks
to its alternate and staggered intervention,
besides the own advantages of the INVERTER as far as the maintenance of the constant pressure by power consumption and
speed modulation.
The booster set is configured through the
master that manages the alternation, the
pressure, temporizations, etc. while each
slave is configured according to the specifications of their own pump. In case of
damages in the master, another unit automatically becomes master. All the devices
are identical; they are defined as master or
slave during the configuration process.
The communication between sets of 2 units
is carried out by mean of a communication
cable.
For booster sets of 3 or 4 pumps communication is carried out through an station called Speedcenter.
There are several models single-phase and
3-phase supplied, with different hydraulic
threads and power capacity.
The Speedmatic is the same unit than the
Speedmatic MASTER but without the option
of being communicated to another unit.

SPEEDMATIC ALT (in-line)
SPEEDMATIC ALT is designed for a booster
system of two pumps, manages each one
with inverter, programming its intervention
alternatively, never simultaneously.
This system is frequently used for feeding installations for a single pump, but using two of
them with the intention to increase their durability and assuring the flow supply in case
of failure of one of them. In some countries
this system is considered in the standards.
It operates with single-phase power supply,
the electric pumps can be either singlephase or three-phase, and it just must be
chosen during the initial configuration.
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HI TECH
SPEEDMATIC EASY (in-line)

SPEEDBOARD (on-board)

SPEEDBOX (wall-mounted)

Speedmatic EASY is a simplified version of

Frequency inverter ON-BOARD for single

SPEEDBOX is a wall-mounted automatic

the pump driver Speedmatic, has a 2-digit

and three phase pumps, the power supply

electronic control device designed for the

display. It is designed as a “plug and play”

can be single-phase or three-phase de-

single and three-phase pump´s automa-

device, so that when we have connected

pending on the model. It can be moun-

tion. It includes a frequency inverter that re-

the device to the water mains and elec-

ted individually or in groups of two pumps

gulates the speed of the pump in order to

tricity is only necessary to select the set

communicated and operating in MASTER-

keep constant the pressure independently

pressure.

SLAVE mode. It is installed on the terminal

of the flow given.

This unit is always single-phase supplied,

box of the electric pump via an interme-

The system incorporates an LCD screen

output can be single-phase or 3-phase

diate adapter piece.

where the parameters configuration is very

depending on model.

easy and intuitive. Once the configuration
parameters are set, the SPEEDBOX manages the start-up of the pump and the
frequency inverter. It assures a constant
pressure and an important costs reduction
because at any time the control will feed
the system with the right and necessary
output, obtaining a maximum energetic
efficiency.
Speedbox is cooled by forced or natural
convection depending on model and there is no water circulation inside.
This units can be single-phase or 3 phase
supplied and there are single and 3-phase
outputs for different powers.
Like our unit Speedmatic, the SPEEDBOX
can be communicated directly to another
identical unit.
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SMART TECH
The family SMART TECH includes a wide range of units for control and/or protection of electric pumps whose common
denominator is the application of new technologies to traditional systems, with the exception of the variable speed
pump drivers that constitute the family HI-TECH.
This catalog presents many new products, however, we advance our R & D department works frantically in the development of many more in the near future.

Pumps Connection

Power Supply
Voltage

Main

Aux.

~3x400 V
~3x230 V

~3x400 V
~3x230 V

~3x400 V
~3x230 V

~1x230 V

~1x230 V (10 A)

~1x230 V (10 A)

Hydraulic
Connection

Power Supply
Voltage

Pumps Connection

Assembly

Onematic

G1 1/4” Male

~3x400 V
~3x230 V
~1x230 V

~3x400 V (10 A)
~3x230 V (10 A)
~1x230 V (10 A)

In line

Onematic easy

G1 1/4” Male

~1x230 V

~1x230 V (16 A)

In line

Multimatic Series

Model
Multimatic 2309
Multimatic 3309
Multimatic 2110
Multimatic 3110

Onematic Series

Model

Pumps No.
2
3
2
3

Power Supply
Voltage

Pumps Connection

Assembly

Safematic S

~1x115-230 V

~1x115-230 V (16 A

Schuko

Safematic W

~1x115-230 V

~1x115-230 V (16 A

Wall

Hydraulic
Connection

Power Supply
Voltage

Pumps Connection

Switchmatic

G 1/4” Female

~1x115-230 V

~1x115-230 V (16 A

Switchmatic 2

G 1/4” Female

~1x115-230 V

~1x115-230 V (16 A

Safematic Series

Model

Switchmatic Series

Model

Digimatic Series

Model

Digimatic

Hydraulic
Connection

Power Supply
Voltage

Pumps Connection

Assembly

G1” Male

~1x115-230 V

~1x115-230 V (16 A)

In line
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SMART TECH
MULTIMATIC

ONEMATIC

SAFEMATIC

This system for booster sets of 2 or 3 pumps,

Electronic pump driver for a singlepump
(single-phase or 3-phase supplied) with 2
operation modes: pressure-dependent or
pressure/flow-dependent. Inner flow sensor,
inner pressure transmitter with digital indicator, inner current sensor and control and
information panel with LCD display.
It can be single-phase or 3-phase supplied
and has an internal selector for 230 V or
380 V.
The inner pressure transmitter allows programming with digital precision the maxmin pressures in pressure dependent
mode of operation, or min. pressure in
pressure-flow dependent mode of operation.
The multifunction LCD displays instantaneouss pressure and programmed pressures permanently.
The internal flow sensor prevents against
dry-running operation of the pump.
The current sensor prevents against shortcircuit and overcurrent.

The SAFEMATIC is a self-learning electronic

depending on model, operates by mean
of power relays, according to the traditional pressure-dependent mode. It has an
inner pressure transmitter allowing, easily
and precisely (1-10 bar), to set, during the
configuration process: start and stop pressures, maximum current intensity of the
electrical pumps, time delays, etc. Being
showed, all this parameters, in the LCD
multifunction screen.
Like Speedmatic units, it has an inner flow
sensor, protecting the booster set against
dry running. Its special software, allows the
adaptation of its operation to certain anomalies or failures, even not directly related
to the MULTIMATIC. These irregularities are
identified in real time on the LCD screen
and are recorded, if necessary, for analysis.
There are different models for the operation with single phase or 3-phase power
supply.

ONEMATIC EASY:
Same characteristics as Onematic for just
one single-phase pump up to 16A.
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control system for total protection of the
pump.
This device stops the pump when is detected dry-running operation or an overcurrent. Also warns for excessive rapid cycles
caused by the loss of air in the hydropneumatic tank. Our traditonal ART SYSTEM for
periodical restore attempts is also included. Integrates a Schuko socket for pumps
connection. It also has a Schuko plug.
There is a wall mounted variant where
connections are made through the lateral
cable glands, very useful for submersible
pumps.

SWITCHMATIC SERIES

DIGIMATIC

SWITCHMATIC:

Digital pump driver for the control and pro-

Electronic pressure switch with integrated

tection of electric pumps. It has the same

digital pressure gauge in bar and psi.It

features and functions of the traditional

manages the cut-in and cut-out presssu-

pressflow electronic controller and also

res of single-phase pumps up to 3HP. Start

incorporates additional features through

and stop pressures can be easily adjusted

inner current and pressure sensors. The

through a user-friendly control panel. Con-

starting pressure can be adjusted with high

nections are carried out identically to a

precision, it has a digital pressure gauge

conventional electro-mechanical switch.

and adjustable over current protection.

It can also be configured as a low, high or
differential pressure switch.

SWITCHMATIC 2:
In addition to all the features of SWITCHMATIC also
includes

instantaneous

current reading. This PATENTED version controls and
manages the over-current, dry running
operation of the pump and rapid cycling.

COELBO CONTROL SYSTEM, S.L. reserves the
right to change specifications or product
descriptions without prior notice of all items
listed in this catalogue.
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